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As promised, I have reviewed the document and have really only identified a few areas that relate specifically to the greater Mapua
area.  The document bundles a lot of routine amendments in with fewer substantive changes, and appear to defer decisions on a few
of the more controversial changes that they received more feedback on.

Anyway, hope this helps in some small way.

Paul.

Section 5.16,  page 49 and Table 2

Restricting building within areas proposed for and specific locations of Indicative Roads and Reserves
Table lists multiple locations including 

Aranui Drive - no change proposed for Indication Roads
Mapua Drive - no change proposed for Indicative roads at this time, considered to be a bigger matter needing more
consultation



Given no changes are proposed, the maps below must refer to the original proposal.



Seaton Valley Road - No change to Indication Reserve size proposed, with any proposed building within this area
requiring Resource Consent
Mapua Inlet - Indicative Reserve size reduced in size around esplanade, with protection of revegetated areas to be
achieved via alternative means



Not sure what the full impact of removing the Indicative Reserve status for these areas will be - clearly it will result in less green space
and/or potentially less protection against future development?  IT also effectively limits Reserves to a narrow coastal corridor only.



Mapua Coastal Margin - Indicative Reserve size and shape refined

Based on the map included in the appendices, my understanding is that there will no longer be a continuous reserve corridor around
the foreshore past the inlet nor along the inland corridor behind the newest subdivision.  I am not sure what impact this change will
have on either access rights or conservation efforts in these corridors.  And it is even less clear to me why some areas indicative
reserve areas have been proposed for deletion (small green dotted corridors) vs other being retained (larger green dashed corridors). 
Othet MDCA exec members may be more informed on this than myself.





Section 5.23, page 73

Removes the requirement for rainwater collection to use for toilet flushing in Rural Residential zones (never enforced and
insufficient reasons for keeping in place)

Section 5.24, page 75

Rezoning of the Mapua Waterfront park proposed
Reason is to "correct" pre-existing error and make both reserve and surrounding areas more amenable for future use
TDC states that "no conclusive feedback received from MDCA on this proposal"
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<bruno.lemke@xtra.co.nz>, Wayne Chisnall <wchisnall@gmail.com>, Mike Kininmonth <warm_sand@xtra.co.nz>

Tx Paul, missed the one on the Waterfront Park
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Can you please show us which one has been missed.
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